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NO. 14

Capitol Outlay Projects Set
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
Every other year Ixmgwood
submits a capital outlay request
for planned projects for the
upcoming three bienniums.
"This process takes a lot of
planning," said Dr. William
Peele, Vice President of
I-on g wood College.
Roy Hill, Director of the
Physical Plant, and Ivan Finney,
Physical
Plant
Resident
Inspector, along with Peele have
a hand in the plans. The plans
must go through many college
and state committees before they
become a part of the college
budget.
Funding for proposed projects
come from a variety of sources.
General Funds consist of state
tax dollars; Revenue Bonds are
funds taken from the sale of
bonds on which the state or
college (depending on which
institution is taking out the bond)
pays back a certain amount each
year; i.e. the state took out a
Revenue Bond to finance the
construction of Longwood's
gymnasium complex. Auxiliary
Funds are collected from student
fees.
Any proposed projects which
cost over $10,000 come under
Capital Outlay.
In order of priority the college
requested
the
following
expenditures for 1980-82: 1)
renovate Her Gymnasium (cost:
$650,000); 2) rebuild parapet
walls on Dining Hall ($105,910);
3) Increase electrical service to
Hiner Building ($47,758); 4)
energy conservation ($65,313); 5)
refurbish Jarman Auditorium
($249,583); 6) renovate French
dormitory
($629,914);
7)
construct Fine Arts Center

($781,465); 8) procurement of
athletic
and
recreational
equipment ($50,000); and 9)
procurement of motor coach
($110,000).
All but three of these projects
were accepted by the state. Those
not approved were Iler Gym
renovation,
Jarman
refurbishing, and the Fine Arts
Center.
Iler was scheduled to become
the headquarters of the Math
Department. It would be a two
floor facility with seminar rooms
and the computer center on the
first floor. The Math department,
classrooms and library would
occupy the second floor.
Jarman was to get new stage
lighting, seats, and a floor. Peele
said he was disappointed that this
project did not go through
because there had been no work
on Jarman for 20 years.
The proposed Fine Arts Center
would probably be built with
private funds, Peele indicated.
"There are foundations which
only give to this type of facility,"
he said.
The Center would consist of a
wing to the Bedford building. Its
ground floor would include a
photography laboratory,
curator's office, storage and
workshop rooms. The main hall
would contain a permanent
college gallery. The second floor
would have a film research room
and a lecture-film room.
"It takes a while for these
types of facilities to be approved.
You can be sure we will request
them in other biennium" stated
Peele.
All of the other projects were
approved. The bus will be
purchased with existing funds,
the athletic equipment is needed
for the new gym, and the rest are

modernization improvements.
Ideas for upcoming years
include an addition to Lancaster
Library, which would extend the
building to the sidewalk on the
Mall; repairs to steam tunnels;
renovation of the First Avenue
property for academic purposes;
construction of second and third
floors of McCorkle, which was
planned when the building was
built; air condition Stevens and
Hiner, renovate and air condition
Grainger, equip and air condition
the Home Ec. Building; and
renovate North and Main
Cunningham.
Peele explained that the State
Council of Higher Education had

Second In Series:

The Management Report
By MELODY CRAWLEY
(Editor's Note: This is the
second article in a series of
features explaining the report
released by Governor John N.
Dalton's Management team. The
features attempt to summarize
the report, and point out
important
findings
and
recommendations).
Personnel Administration:
The Personnel Administration
report can be summarized by
saying that the employees of
Longwood have a very low
morale
and
feel
that
communication is limited.
Among the ten reasons for low
morale was a lack of confidence
in the personnel office, and the
feeling that the Personnel
director
was
"proadministration."

The team
found that,
"Personnel policy developed by
the Administrative Council is not
communicated effectively to
employees." They went on to say
that most employees have very
little input in policy decisions.
Recommendations from the
team include developing a
communications system insuring
"a free flow of information,"
updating employee handbooks,
and reorganizing of personnel
functions structurally. They also
suggest that the Personnel
Director should be a member of
the Administrative Council.
Under the subtitle of
Compensation and Classification,
the team found that Longwood's
personnel felt they were
understaffed.
They
also
questioned the classification

system of the employees. They
recommended that a job
evaluation
program
be
developed.
Other recommendations under
personnel
administration
included the implementing of an
orientation program provided by
the Department of Personnel and
Training,
improving
the
affirmative action program, and
establishing a uniform personnel
filing system.
Budget Management:
Longwood's budget
development is the responsibility
of the President and his
committee which includes the
four Vice-Presidents, the College
Treasurer, and the Internal
Auditor. This group makes
decisions as to what should be
(Continued on Page 8)

guidelines for how many square
feet a college could have for such
areas as classrooms, general use
and physical education facilities.
There are a total of 15 categories.
Therefore anything which
exceeds these limits are unlikely
to be approved.

This factor may be linked to
the rejection of the Iler project
and Fine Arts Center.
"We feel the library addition
will pass because we have less
space than we are alloted for this
purpose, although nothing is
automatic," said Peele.

Black Culture Heads
Week's Activities
By ROBIN REYNOLDS
The Afro American Student
Alliance has a very special
week planned for interested
I-ongwood students. From
Monday, February 4, to
Sunday, February 10, a series
of speakers and activities are
scheduled. This week of
events is called Black Culture
Week. The purpose of Black
Culture Week is to educate the
public
of
the
black
population's contributions to
American society.
Monday night at 7:30, the
week begins
with an
important speaker. Jack
Gravely, executive-secretary
of Virginia's NAACP, will give
a lecture in the Red and White
Rooms of I .ankford. This is a
free event. Also free, Tuesday
the 5th, us a fashion show. The
models will be Longwood
students, both male and
female. It will be at 8:00 in the
Gold Room. Wednesday
evening at 8:00, also in the
Gold Room, a concert will be
given by John Bayley. This is
a free activity. Thursday at
8:00 p.m., a small play

production will be presented
in the Gold Room. Further
information for this affair
could not be obtained. Friday
night, I-ongwood will have the
good fortune of having Sound
Tech return. The dance will be
held in the Lower Dining Hall.
The tickets for I-ongwood
students are $1.50, guests pay
$2.00. Saturday in the Virginia
Room, a banquet will be given
at 6:30 for all those who wish
to attend. The tickets are
$5.50. The guest speaker will
be Reverend John O.
Peterson, President of the
Virginia Christian leadership
Conference. To end this
special week is a concert in
I-ankford at 8:00 p.m., given
by the Longwood Gospel
Choir.
Miss Adrienne Heard, a
member of the Afro American
Student Alliance, is the
chairperson of this week's
events. Adrienne deserves to
be
congratulated
for
organizing and arranging the
informative, varied, and
lively affairs of Black Culture
Week.
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Stokely Carmichael Recruits
At Longwood

By JOCK MALLORY
and Black Power in the United inevitable development of the
On January 31 at 7:30 p.m., States, and for national liberation need for an All African People's
Stokely
Carmichael
was on the continent of Africa, the Revolutionary Party. His main
sponsored by the Afro American Caribbean, and Central and topic was "Truth." He stated that
Student Aliance at Longwood. He South America.
"truth" is objective and not what
was introduced by Miss Anita
The
"Memphis
to you think, but what it is. Toure
Montgomery March" in 1966 made some very good points and
Ross, a student here.
Stokely Carmichael was born from which the cry for "Black that made these in attendance
in Port of Spain, Trinidad on June Power"
came,
which take a look at themselves as an
29. 1941. He was brought to the reverberated around the world. individual.
He
labeled
United States by his parents at
— The urban rebellions of 1967 students as being conscious and
the age of ten. An activist even in and 1968 and the struggles to free unconscious. A conscious student
high school days, Carmichael the Civil Rights and Black Power is a student who achieves
participated in the late fifties movements
from
Zionist humanity
where
as an
marches on Washington D.C. domination and control.
unconscious student may make
over the issue of quality
— He accepted an invitation an assumption, instead of finding
eudcation. He graduated in 1960 from the Black Panther Party to out the true facts. In conclusion,
from
the
Bronx
High attend a rally to free Huey P. Toure wants a college student to
School of Science in New York. Newton. The Panther leadership be aware of him or herself in
He continued his education at asked him to organize chapters today's society.
Howard University, graduating across the world.
in 1964 with a major in
— In 1969. he resigned from the
philosophy. In 1971 he was Panthers for echeological
Council Is
AASA sponsored speaker. Stokely Carmichael spoke on awarded an honorary Doctorate reasons.
of Philosophy Degree by Shaw
Toure continues to travel
development of All Afriran People's Revolutionary Party.
University. He has traveled throughout the world organizing
Photo by Jody Gilbert
Coordinating
extensively in Africa, the Middle and recruiting for the realization
East, North Vietnam, Cuba, of the objectives of Pan
"The
Total
Puerto Rico, Europe, Canada, Africanism
Body
*
and the United States; meeting Liberation and Unification of
Under
Scientific
Among those speaking will be and working with people and Africa
<>n Wednesday. February 6, the
By DEBRA CUNNINGHAM
expanding
his
knowledge
about
Socialism"
which
when
achieved
Jackie
Singleton,
a
79
graduate.
Office of Career Planning and
What is the College Council?
Placement will sponsor an Ms. Singleton was a Drama revolutionary movements. will provide a concrete bases for
Alumni Speak Out" Banquet. major, and is currently working Stokely Carmichael recently all Black people throughout the According to the recent
The banquet will feature five as a Recreation Instructor for the changed his name to Kwarme world for total liberation rather management report it is "the
Toure . Some of Toure's than temporary conditions.
major coordinating body of the
recent alumni as guest speakers, City of Richmond.
activities
include:
Toure
spoke
on
the
historical
College," and is one of "a variety
Lyndi
Chalkley
graduated
in
and they will be directing their
—
The
struggle
for
Civil
Rights
conditions
which
produce
the
of mechanisms for involving
discussions to the area of job 1978 with a degree in English
administrators, faculty and
opportunities, academic- Communications. She is working
students in the decision making
preparation, and job search in Marketing for Dominion
Woodwind Quintet To Perform
process." Its 16 members include
National
Bank.
tips." The speakers will be
Anna
Butler
graduated
with
a
the
three vice presidents, the
drawing from their personal
The Richmond Symphony Symphony. They will play Assistant to the President,
degree
in
Biology
in
1978.
She
is
experiences as Longwood
Woodwind Quintet, comprised of compositions by Rameau, several top-management
graduates and participation in currently working at MCV musicians from the Richmond Francaix, Riegger and Danzi.
directors and staff assistants,
the Virginia job market.
(Continued on Page 8)
The Quintet's performance members of the Faculty Advisory
Symphony, will perform at
Hampden-Sydney College on schedule is as varied as their Committee, the Chairmen of
Wednesday, February 6 at 8 p.m. selection. They have played for IiCgislative Board and Residence
universities Board, four class presidents. "Its
in Johns Auditorium. The colleges and
The concert, which is part of the throughout Virginia, in numerous broad membership makes the
college's performing arts community concerts, and, in one Council potentially valuable as a
program, is free and open to the instance, for a White House state planning function (longrange
public.
dinner honoring King Hussein of academic mission, admissions)
I>ed by Ann Migdal who plays Jordan.
By CHERYL WILCOX
Marie Colbert of Chesterfield and the oboe, the Woodwind Quintet is Highlighted by polished solos, or a problem solver (Bookstore,
Hi.' 1980 Miss Longwood l.mda Venus Hitt of 1-orton, both made up of Jonathan Friedman, the Quintet blends excellence in dining halli." According to the
Pageant is coming to Jarman sponsored by Kappa Delta bassoon; Judith Britton. flute; musicianship and mastery of the management report the council
could be made more effective if
Auditorium Saturday, March 15 sorority;
Melanie
Jo David Niethamer, clarinet; and instrument
in
their its purposes were "expanded and
at 8 p in.
Hudnall of Virginia Beach, Bryan Kennedy, French horn. All performances, guaranteeing the
The theme for this years sponsored by Sigma Kappa; of the members are principal Hampden-Sydney listener a formalized." The main purpose
of the council, however; is to
pageant will be "On Broadway". Marjorie Gayle LaReau of musicians with the Richmond delightful evening of music.
assist and "advise the President
Tickets for the pageant will go on I \nchburg, sponsored by Sigma
of
the College on college policies
sale beginning March 10 during Alpha Iota Sorority, Karen Anne
and
serves in a liaison capacity
lunch and dinner in the New Parker of Hampton sponsored by
between
the
various
Smoker.
Alpha (iamma Delta; Mary
constituencies
of
the
College."
The ten contestants in this Katherine Redmon of Hartfield
The College Council was
>ear's pageant will be Julie sponsored by Sigma Sigma
started
in the year of 1969-70. The
Mane Baca of Fairfax, Sigma; Joanne Marie Segraves
Council
is now considering over
sponsored by Alpha Sigma Alpha of Hamilton, sponsored by Alpha
The active and devoted
The
Longwood
College
150
suggestions
at its monthly
sorority; Jane Haskins Bruce of Delta Pi; and Carolyn Ann Scully Company of Dancers has again Company of Dancers deserves
meetings.
It
discusses
the role of
Chesterfield, sponsored by Alpha of Portsmouth, sponsored bv begun another semester of hard any rare recognition that the fine
the
Council,
the
long-range
Sigma Phi Fraternity; Debra Delta Zeta.
work, long hours, and a great group of ladies can be given. The
devotion to the fine art of support of the college community planning needed, and just about
dancing. An exceptional amount is essential for their efforts to be all of the things that longwood
College does.
of effort and tune goes into the successful.
work and performances these
ladies produce. They put forth
much of themselves and much
energy toward the development
For that
of their creativity and enhancing
Legislative Board; Linda the public with the experiences
special someone...
Wheeler, chairman of Residence that the fine arts have to offer.
By MELODY CRAWLEY
The Student Government Board; Sally Ix>we, chairman of
The new officers of the
Association is providing a way Judicial Board; Marjorie
Say it with flowers.
company
were
installed
this
past
Croxton,
Student
Union
for students to express their
opinions through an old medium. chairman; Susan Towler, vice- week. Taking the position of
of
Intermurial President is Tracy Hormuth.
Head Table, which has been used president
Athletics
Association,
Brenda Flizabeth Cardin will be acting as
in past years will meet in the
dining hall beginning Wednesday Fettrow, chairman of Orientation secretary-treasurer of the group.
and Melody Crawley, Editor-in- Adrienne Heard and Vanessa
VALENTINES DAY IS FEB. 14
from 12 noon to 12:30 p.m.
Baird will be working on
Students are invited to stop by Chief, The Rotunda.
the table with questions and
Tammy Bird, chairman of Publicity as chairman and cosuggestions for improving 1 legislative Board and President chairman, respectively. The
student life. It will also be a time of the Student Body, urges area of Special Projects will be
when students can voice students to drop by with their headed by Grace Anne Rogers.
complaints. It is the SGA's hope questions. She adds that students
New members were also
that Head Table will help to are welcome to sit down with chosen this past week. Joining
112 N. Main St.
bridge
the
gap
in them.
the company are: Jan Jennings,
communications.
The Head Table is located on Emily Bellwin, Travis Kidwell,
Farmville, Va.
Head Table will consist of the right side of the Dining Hall's Lisa Snellings, and JoAnne
Tammy Bird, Chairman of main entrance.
Kelarakis.

Alumni Speak Out

"On Broadway" Theme
For Miss Longwood

Dancers Add Even
More New Steps

Share Your Opinions
With SGA

Rochette's
Florists
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Get Students On Their Feet
By LISA SPENCER
Longwood students enthusiastically welcomed Sea l>evel
and (hris Bliss to Farmville
Wednesday night. Although
Jarman Auditorium was barely
three-fourths full, the crowd that
was there enjoyed the show
tremendously. The opening act,
Chris Bliss, was a very unusual
one. Chris juggled fluorescent
tennis balls, scarves, and small
mirror balls to the tunes of
everything from the Beatles to
Tchaikovsky. His rapidly-moving
hands managed to hold on to most
of the balls, although several of
the front row fans had souvenirs
to take home. Not only was his
hand-work fancy, but so was his
footwork. Chris controlled his
black lights, strokes, and colored
lights with his feet. Between

numbers, Chris entertained by
telling jokes and welcoming new
members of his "Cult of the Blue
Glasses" and his "Asshole
Liberation."
By the end of Chris'
performance, the crowd was
already screaming for Sea I>evel.
And they were not disappointed.
Sea Iievel burst onto the stage
and this jazz-rock band kept the
crowd cheering all night. Sea
Level played many familiar
songs such as "King Grand" and
"Living in a Dream," as well as a
lot of their own material. Much of
their music was instrumental.
Their entire performance was
appreciated by the audience, but
the biggest raves must go to the
pianist. He rocked and jazzed on
the keyboards until everyone was
on his feet. The saxophonist was

Extradordinary
Performance
Adds To Weekend
By FRANKCREASY
One of Mardi Gras week end's
more
successful
aspects
appeared Friday night in the
IiOwer Dining Hall. Bill Blue and
his Band brought their unusual
blues rock fusion before a packed
house, providing everyone with
another Student Union Treat.
The idea behind the affair was
a pizza and beer party to
accompany Bill Blue, and the
trick worked to a tee. The
audience soaked up a fair share
of music, food and ale and the
complaints were few and far
between.
Those who frequent Hard
Times in Richmond are familiar
with "ol" Billy Blue," and he
made believers of the others who
were foreign to his act. Blue and
Band used a steady driving
rhythm which seemed to gush
forth straight from the soul to
captivate the spectators. The
music perfectly suited the
atmosphere, and the union of
blues 'n beer usually proves a
delight to all. This instance was

no exception.
From the outset it was obvious
that this was not your ordinary
performance. While a saxophone
and trumpet dished up a blues
background that was vital to the
band, the real professional was
clearly coming from lead guitar.
With short, combed-back hair
and black patent leather shoes,
the guitarist proved that Billy
Blue said—"white men can play
the blues," too. The patent
leather shoes stepped lightly over
the tables while skillful fingers
fretted and picked the strings.
Even the facial expressions
opened the window to the soul,
from whence the blues sprang
forth. Close your eyes, and you
could swear it was old Lucille,
B.B. King's favorite guitar, that
tweaked at your insides.
One of the favorite songs,
however, was not an "oldie but
goodie," but was an original—
Tx)wdown Richmond Blues."
This tune hit home to many in the
crowd, while the rest probably
inserted "Farmville" to identify
with the song.

also received well for his solo.
K\ the end of their show, the
crowd was on its feet the entire
time. Hand clapping and yelling
and screaming brought the band
back for a final number. Sea
I^vel was definitely a hit at
Ixmgwood.
Sea I/evel has recorded three
albums to date. They are now
signed with Arista records, and
they plan to be releasing a new
album around May. So Sea Level
fans—get ready!

Thai Special
Something
By BILL LeWARNE
The performance of Nina
Kahle, who appeared in the Gold
Room last Thursday evening,
must surely rank as one of the
highlights of Mardi Gras week
end. It is seldom that we find such
a diversity of talent, feeling,
expression, or style in one
performer, and even more
seldom that we find in one the
ability to share that uniqueness
so easily with the audience.
It is difficult to describe
Kahle's depth of talent without
comparing her to others. Her
singing voice has a quality that is
reminiscent of Carly Simon, but
with the infinite range of Karen
Carpenter, and the gutsiness of
linda Ronstadt. Her mastery of
the piano is incomparable. At
times, her compositions seem to
have almost classical overtones,
but can snap from the intricate
subtleties of one of her love
melodies into the piano-shaking
chords of its chorus in the space
of one note.
But Miss Kahle is more than a
talented singer and pianist (not to
mention her flair for the
dulcimer). She is a true
entertainer. Behind every song is
a story, often humorous, usually
touching, but always full of an
inner meaning for her, that she
finds the need to express in song.
And so, she doesn't just play for
the audience, but for herself as
well, and in so doing, provides a
far more forceful and complete
performance than others who
stand back from their music
when the song is over. For Nina
Kahle, the music never stops.

Willie Tyler And Lester
Come To Longivood
By SHEILA GOLLHARDT
Willie Tyler, America's
foremost ventriloquist-comedian,
will be this February 9th,
•Saturday Night Alive's"
featured performer. Willie began
his art of ventriloquism at the age
of ten. He performed in schools
and amateur contests held in the
Detroit area where he grew up.
lister was "born" after he went
into the Air Force where he
worked in the local clubs in and
around Detroit. From these
appearances he got an audition
for the Merv Griffin Show.-This
was Willie's big "break" on
National TV. From this came
The Flip Wilson Show, a regular

spot on Howan and Martin's
l«iugh-In. to the Mike Douglas
Show and the Tonight Show. He is
also an actor and was featured in
the film 'Coming Home"
starring Jane Fonda and Jon
Voight. Willie and Lester's ether
TV. appearances include
commercials for beer, credit
cards and for Maxwell House
coffee which are currently being
shown on National TV. This is
Willie's first time performing at
l.ongwood College and he'll,
receive our usual pleasant
hospitality. Don't miss seeing
him or you'll never get to sa\
Gosh, I saw TV. star's WILLIE
TYIJ-'.R AND LESTER."

THE RETURN OF

SOUND TECH
DISCO
FEBRUARY 8 - 9:00-1:00
LOWER DINING HALL
STUDENTS $1.50
GUESTS $2.00

The Office of Correer Planning & Placement And The Afro
American Student Alliance Committe invite you to a Seminor on

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MINORITY STUDENTS
Speaker Dr Alvin Anderson, Director of University Affairs
SA Langley Research Center
TUESDAY, FII. S, 1110 12:45 PM
MAIN RUFFNIR 306.. PLAN TO ATTEND!!!

YERNON A. McCART
CLAVICHORDIST

rVN

CLASSIC
FILM
FESTIVAL

AN

FEB. 10 12
Red White Rooms
Double Feature $1.00

SUN., 3 PM "All About Evt"
7P.M. "Citiitn Kant"
MON., 7 PM "Camilla"
9 PM "Crtiitn Kent"

In A Lecture Recital
Reading Rooms, lankford Building
THURSDAY, HI. 7, Hit- 1:00 Ml

John Bayley will be featured in S-UN's spotlight Concert on
Wednesday, Feb. I, at 8:M in the Gold Room. Admission is free.

TUB., 7 PM "Camilla"
9 PM "All About Evt"
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Your Turn—
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Are we bound to being monopolized?

Alarmed
Dear Editor,
Being a very well-rounded,
very poor student at this school, I
understand that buying books is
mandatory for passing a class.
And yes. I know that text books
are expensive, but hey, I don't
like being ripped-off! In some
mix-up between the teacher of
m> class and Mr. Harper, not
enough texts were ordered for the
class. This was not my fault or
the fault of anyone in the class
i World Lit. II). Anyway, about
half the students could not
purchase the book at the
beginning of the semester. We
were promised that more would
arrive soon. Well, they showed up

<

on

G

S

3
O

last Thursday and when I went to
Letters to
obtain one I noticed that the price
had jumped by almost three
dollars! Now, I don't know what
the Board
the policy is regarding the book
store, but I don't feel that I should
have to pay for someone else's To the Student Body,
The Rotunda and the Student
mistake! What's going on here?
Government
Association are
Signed,
sponsoring
a
monthly column
Poorer but
Wiser (wise entitled Letters to the Board
enough to go beginning with the February 18
Elsewhere edition of The Rotunda. This is an
attempt
to
improve
communications between the
S-UN Thanks
Boards and the Student Body.
The letters should be written
Dear Students:
and submitted to either The
I'd like to take a minute to sit Rotunda office in I^nkford or
back and reflect on a very Tammy Bird, chairman of
successful Mardi Gras Week end. legislative Board by February 8.
This week end was only a The letters will be answered by

•Editor's Turn-

U

THE KOTINDA
I sl.lllllslli (I I'lJII

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Melody ('. Crawley

MANAGING EDITOR
iPORTS EDITOR
PHOTOGRAPHY EOITOR

success because of the hard work
and dedication which the
individual S-UN committee
chairmen and their crews put
forth. A special thanks also goes
out to the S-UN technical
personnel who played a vital part
in this week end. The Longwood
College Catalinas also deserve
thanks for their excellent
watershow performance
Saturday afternoon.
Also, we owe our thanks to Mr.
Inge and his entire staff for their
hard work in preparing the
excellent New Orleans Style Meal
for last Sunday's lunch. It was
definitely a treat and was
enjoyed by all who were there.
Thanks again to everyone who
made the 1980 S-UN Mardi Gras
Week end a success and thanks to
all of you students who supported
it. Your continual support of SUN events is appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
Jerry Richman
S-UN Vice Chairman

Dave Gate)
Chock Cole
Jackie Steer

STAFF
Cheryl Wilcoa, Jody Gilbert
Joan Crumpton Thomat Cole, Frank
Creeiy. Barbara Baker, Sutan tutlin
Debbie Cunningham. Doug Strefcel
Mark M
Sloan, Brenda Bonucelli,
Shaion Janovich. Sutan Tow let George
Bennett Bill LeWarne. Beth Parrott,
Robyn Black, Chuck Cole, Kalhy Chata,
Lynne Swan. Robin RtynoMt. Jock
Mallory. Jul Morton, L>ti Spencer, Beth
LICari Debbie Northern Undo Potc tall

Member ol the VIMCA
Published weekly during the College
year with the reception ot Holiday* and
"<aminalion penodi by the students ot
longwood College, Farmvllte, Virginia
Printed by the Farmvllle NdraM
Opinions enpretied are rncte ol the
weekly Editorial Beard and Iti
colummttt. and do not necettary rettect
the views ol the student body or the
administration
Letters to the Editor are welcomed
They mutt be typed, signed and
tubmitted to the Editor by the Friday
preceding publication date All letters
are tubiect to editing

Time is drawing near again for one of the most favorite activities at
Longwood — Housing Assignments. Everyone just loves the mile long lines of
number draw, room sign-up, and the waiting lists. But, wait a minute — there's
another problem to solve before we can talk about those activities. Where are we
going to put everyone?
Meetings are being held this week by the Director of Housing, Tom Nanzig,
in each dormitory to hear students views on how it should be handled this year.
The meetings began on Monday night and will continue through out this week. He
has already met with Residence Board to discuss issues with them.
The trend in thinking among students is to return to freshman housing. The
freshman class this year has taken a poll among themselves which shows the
majority of them feel that freshmen should be housed together.
This year marked the first year that Longwood has not had freshman housed
together. The decision last year was a very controversial one which ended with
only one freshman dorm, Tabb. (North Cunningham was designated as a male
freshman dorm but was changed during the summer to a female dorm.)
Why is freshman housing so important? There are several reasons that have
been thrown out by upperclassmen who remember those days. Students feel that
it provides for class unity and good communications. It also keeps the freshmen
from feeling left out — they have the same problems and are usually better
problem solvers than us, upperclassmen, who are always scurrying off
somewhere to do something for someone.
It just always seemed like a natural thing to have freshmen together — until
last year!
Now, we must consider the one disadvantage to going back to freshman
housing — that is the Sophomore waiting list. Last year's transactions took care
of that dreaded problem for the sophomores. But, now, with the reconsideration
of former plans, the Class of 1983 will again be the one's to pay. They were the
ones who did not receive the experience of being housed together, were thrown in
as the only freshman in a suite, were tripled up in rooms only meant for two
people, and now, if freshman housing is resumed, will be put on waiting lists
alter all the rooms are taken probably not knowing where they will be living until
next August.
Yes — that's it! There are just no ends to the problems that occur around
here. Maybe this year we will be able to come up with a solution to Longwood's
housing problem that will stay the same for at least two years. (Maybe more!)

the Board at their meeting and
the reply, along with the letter
will be printed in the newspaper.
The letters must follow the
same rules as Letters to the
Editor. They must be typed and
signed. The writer may request
that his-her name not be printed.
The column will provide a
chance for students to voice their
complaints, ideas, and requests.
If participation, is high the
column will be a monthly one.

A Request
From S-UN
Over the past few days, Mardi
Gras Week end, over 3,000 people
attended Student Union events.
While the great majority who
came were extremely wellbehaved, a small number caused
trouble at the doors for the Beer
and Pizza Party and The Rocky
Horror Picture Show. S-UN
workers were harassed, yelled
at, and even threatened. The
Student Union asks you to
consider a few facts.
1) S-UN workers are your
classmates, hallmates, and
friends and certainly do not
deserve the abuse they receive.
2) Student Union members
normally are not paid for
working events. Usually the only
pay is free admission to an event
which they miss while selling
tickets or beer.
3) Student Union members
work long hours to prepare for
events for your enjoyment. For
example, the mixer committee
works usually from 2 p.m. until 2
a.m. with only a dinner break.
Furthermore, the work is hard,
physical work—moving tables
and
carrying
technical
equipment.
4) The Student Union is
required to abide by Virginia
ABC laws. Failure to comply
could result in loss of ABC
license—in other words, no
events with beer available,
including mixers.
5) In compliance with ABC
laws, S-UN is required to check
IDs at the door of any event at
which beer is available. Guests of
LC students must be able to prove
they are of age. These are state
laws, not S-UN whims.
6) S-UN workers are members
of Ijongwood College. Please do
not ask them to violate the Honor
Code by letting you sneak
yourself or your illegal booze into
an event.
Many students who were rude
at the doors of events this week
end were those who wished to
attend events which were sold
out. Please do not blame S-UN
workers for your failure to buy
tickets which had been on sale for
five days.
The Student Union would like to
thank those of you who attended
our events during Mardi Gras
week end. We hope that the
student body will continue to
support and
enjoy
our
programming. Once again, the SUN heartily appreciates your
patronage. At the same time, we
would ask more; we would ask
your consideration.
Thank you,
Concerned S-UN Members
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Pot Can Ruin Your Life
By Dr. Mark G. Weatherly

growth right on down to the
youngster in our lower schools. It
Associate Professor
is more dangerous than alcohol.
of Education
With the fervent hope that you
During the past several years I will read this letter and give very
have been very much concerned serious thought to the
about the smoking of marijuana consequences of smoking this
by adolescent young people and insiduous drug, I wish to apprise
more recently by children in our you of the very latest findings
elementary schools. In my role as based on close clinical studies.
a supervisor of student teachers
Dr. D.H. Powelson, at the
for the past ten years I have University of California's
witnessed an alarming number of Berkeley Campus, is Chief
secondary students smoking pot Psychiatrist at the University
right on the school campuses. I Hospital. He has only recently
have seen more students than I made some very profound
can remember enter the statements about the use of pot.
classroom absolutely stoned. The Here are some of his words and
problem has not diminished. It findings: Bear in mind, if you will
has spread like a cancerous that being on a university

American Soaps
By ROBIN REYNOLDS
Tuesday,
January
29,
Longwood students, mostly
females, had the pleasure of
listening to and talking with one
of today's leading authorities on
soap operas, Jane Kutler. Ms.
Kutler was an avid soap opera
fan in her college days. She
attended classes at Ohio State
University and scheduled her day
around the afternoon soaps.
When Ms. Kutler graduated from
Ohio State, she went to work as
associate editor of the magazine
"TV Dawn To Dusk". She then
became editor of "Daytime TV".
Why would someone want to
make soap operas a career? Jane
Kutler, along with millions of
others, feels that these daytime
TV shows are very educational
and informative. Now, soaps are
even being used for therapy. To
some people, seeing how others
deal with problems similar to
theirs, is very beneficial. And
college courses are being taught
concerning soap operas. Many of
the actors on the shows feel that
soap operas are worthwhile.
They take great pride in their line
of acting. Although, other actors
are very much against them.
These actors use soap operas as
stepping stones to "bigger and
better" things, such as movies
and the theatre.
The soap opera is a very
popular form of TV program,
because the writer knows how to
handle the audience. The scripts
play upon the viewer's curiosity.
It is a technique called "cliffhanging". The episode will end
with a major dilemma unsolved,
or a suspenseful question
unanswered. This method is not
new. In fact it is as old as the
ancient Greek, Homer, and
Charles Dickens. Both of these
men used this style of writing to
keep their audiences entertained.
The first soap opera to make it
from radio to TV, therefore being
the first daytime TV soap opera,
was "The Guiding Iight" in 1953.
During the past 27 years of soaps,
the subject matter has been
unlimited.
They
include
everything and anything.
Abortions, divorces, rapes,
major operations, death, child
abuse, nothing has been omitted.
The one and only topic not yet
introduced on daytime TV is
incest.
The term "daytime TV"
includes talk shows and game
shows. They are shown five days
a week, from 11:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
The daily nationwide viewers
totals 15 million plus. Because of
this overwhelming loyalty of the
public, the daytime TV shows
support nighttime television.

Along side with this surprising
statistic is another. Seventy to
ninety per cent of all revenue in
the major networks is brought in
by soap operas alone. How is this
possible?
It is possible simply by
advertising. At present fourteen
soap operas are aired daily. It
costs $68 million a year to
produce these fourteen shows.
The production companies then
sell their rights to the major
networks for $175 million. The big
name sponsors, like Proctor and
Gambol or Screen Gems Films,
pay
the
networks
an
astronomical price to run one
minute of their commercials. For
one minute of advertising on
national TV, the sponsors will
pay $22,000. This is four times the
amount of five years ago. Five
hundred, forty hours a year are
used in commercials during soap
operas. From these many hours
of advertising, the networks
bring in $725 million. This,
remember, is just in advertising
during soap operas. In this way
the networks make an annual
profit of $550 million.
Up there along with the high
cost of advertising, is the high
cost of the actor's salary. A
starting actor and actress will
make $20,000 annually. The more
well-known they become, the
higher the actor's salary is
raised. Many of the well-known
soap opera actors and actresses
are making $500,000 per year.
Great business to go into, Huh?
If you are willing to put in a
good lifetime's work, it is. The
actors receive their scripts three
days before the taping of the
show. This is for the half hour
shows. The hour long shows take
two-three weeks to film. The day
of filming is a confusing blur of
blocking, memorizing, and
putting on make-up. It requires a
tremendous amount of work and
dedication from the actors and
some help from the soap opera
fans.
The viewing audience is very
important to the outcome of an
episode. The viewer becomes
very involved with the character.
They study the situation, how the
character handles it or solves it,
and soon the character is a
member of the family. If the
audience sees the story leading to
a crisis or situation they don't
agree with, the writer may
change his course. Most likely he
will, if he doesn't he will lose his
audience. Viewers' reactions are
very important.
Jane Kutler's viewing and
participating audience this night
was a very lively one. Her mostly
(Continued on Page 7)

campus, he sees a very large
number of students, "After
seeing more than 1,000 patients, I
have come to believe that
marijuana is the most dangerous
drug we have to contend with
today." What makes this
statement so very profound is
that only a few years ago this
same Dr. Powelson was one of
the nation's leading advocates for
the legalization of marijuana. He
used it himself and was quoted in
hundreds of newspapers and
appeared on TV to lend it
credibility. He has in less than
five years admitted that he was
dead wrong in what he did.
Mr. Powelson has completely
reversed himself. He says that
extensive world wide tests back
up his conclusion that pot "can
cause sometimes irreversible
brain damage, lung damage, a
greatly weakened immunity
system and birth defects."
The doctor goes on further to
say they have found that it can
adversely affect the reproductive
systems of both male and female
adolescents.
It
causes
chromosomal damage as well as
personality
changes
and
disorders. Marijuana's effects on
the brain are actually much
faster than alcohol. It is a very
serious threat because it is so
common and easy to obtain and
because there are many ignorant
adults who are persuading young
people that it is harmless.
We now know that heavy or
even moderate use of pot causes
apathy, shortened attention span
and a significant loss of
motivation. When young people
smoke it regularly for only three
years it can cause irreversible
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insult to the brain and other
organs. It has been found that
smoking only one joint daily or
even two or three a week can be
extremely dangerous without the
smoker realizing it at the time.
Extensive experiments have
been carried out with Rhesus
monkeys, the type most like man,
to determine if brain damage
that would account for the
clinical changes we see in human
beings does result from the use of
marijuana The researchers nowstate
unequivocally
that
significant permanent changes
occur.
The long term use of marijuana
actually alters the structure.
Dr. R.C. Heath, chairman of
the Department of Psychiatry
Neurology at Tulane University,
adds that the rapid rise of pot
users who are now in mental
hospitals comprise the largest
single category of the mentally
iU.
Lab tests on female Rhesus
monkeys, which ovulate like
human females, result in a
significantly higher mortality
rate in pregnancies. These
effects range from delayed
conception to sterility, still-births
and early infant mortality. We
have found that sex hormones,
both male and female, are
disrupted. As little as one dose of
THC, one of the most dangerous
components of marijuana,
affects fertility which can have
permanent impact on an
adolescent young person.
We have also found that among
adolescents 113 to 19 years) that
this crippling drug destroys
motivation, damages short term
memory, the capacity to learn
and has caused impaired speech.

It has created a kind of
sexlessness. There is positive
proof that this habit demands
stronger and stronger dosages
which creates a psychic
addictiveness. The effect of pot
on the lungs is up to ten times as
damaging as that of tobacco.
The recent research entitled
Marijuana: Biological Effects:
contains over eight hundred
pages of scientific data. This
research completely
and
conclusively destroys the media
propaganda that pot is harmless.
Pot has a residual effect. Small
quantities of it remain in the
brain and genital system for long
periods of time. It finally
contributes to impotence.
Finally, this dangerous drug is
now being smoked by children in
elementary schools. Some of the
lower school students themselves
are pushing it! It has been
discovered that school children
as young as nine years of age
have been smoking it before,
during and after school. It has
become a billion dollar industry
that must be stopped. The latest
figure denotes that about ten per
cent of our children are on
marijuana regularly!
Let there be no doubt that
marijuana can ruin your life and
resultantly the lives of others as
well including the children you
will procreate. It is a subtle
invidious killer. I have seen and
heard with my own eyes and ears
the confessions of >oung people
who were finally hooked on this
drug. It can lead one only to
eventual ineptness and sorrow
If you are smoking marijuana,
stop and very seriously consider
the final repercussions and
repudiate the practice before
your body and mind is further
damaged.

Catalog To Come Out On Time
By Bll .1.1 A-WARNK
One of the findings of the
Dalton Management Team that
directly concerns the welfare of
the student body deals with the
College Catalog. As most
students are aware of, the
catalog is a manual for the
different academic programs
and the requirements of each
major. Of course, to be useful, the
catalog should be available at
least before Fall registration
begins, and would be more
beneficial if completed early
enough to provide prospective
freshmen with copies.
However, as the team pointed
out, this year's catalog "was not
completed,
printed,
and
distributed to the College
community until two and a half
months after this Fall's
orientation and registration."
This naturally contributed not
only to confusion at registration,
but made it virtually impossible
for faculty members to
confidently or accurately advise
students on major requirements
and "academic procedure."
Compounding this evident lack of
farsighted judgment on the part
of the administration was the
discovery that this was not an
isolated lateness. The catalog has
been published "habitually late"
for at least the past four years,
rendering it virtually worthless
as far as an aid to student
scheduling.
Chronic lateness itself is
enough to question the planning
behind the catalog, but even
when finally printed, it contained
enough mistakes and oversights
to even further decrease its

value. The 78-79 catalog revealed
that "discussion of an entire
academic major was omitted"
and that many courses covered in
the manual are not even being
taught this year, "calling into
question the planning and
reviewing of the document."
The team decided that the
diffusion of responsibility for the
manuscript (divided among the
Registrar, the Dean, the
Academic Policies Committee,
and the Director of PublicAffairs) was contributory to the
delay, and recommended that the
registrar
assume
full
responsibility for the i-atalog.
Furthermore, a "rolling calendar
of classes to be taught in
succeeding years" should be
instituted which would indicate
which semesters courses would
be taught and would follow a
definite timetable.
Apparently this is one instance
in which the administration has

taken the recommendations to
heart. The responsibility for the
catalog now lies with Mrs.
Sandra Bollinger, the recently
appointed registrar. Mrs.
Bollinger has already made plans
to insure the 80-81 ralatog's
timeliness, and is tentatively
predicting on an August 1
delivery date. This was specified
in the print bid, and should insure
the catalog's availability when
students arrive for the Fall
semester. Thereof course has not
been enough tune to totally
replan the manuscript in order to
follow the suggested rolling
calendar, but Mrs. Bollinger
stated that responsibility for each
area's accuracy would probabl)
eventually lie with the
department heads However,
inaccurate or obsolete material
will be deleted from the
upcoming catalog, and any new
policies or changes will be
included.

Woods To Speak
Conrad's Heart of Darkness.
"Apocalypse Now," Francis Woods will also discuss the
Coppola's controversial film aesthetic problems of "unagining
about the Vietnam war, will be a war," and examine some
the subject of a talk today by structural relationships between
William C. Woods, Assistant film and fiction in general.
Professor of English.
"Apocalypse Now," which has
This latest event in the been playing nationwide since its
Department's Seminar Series September New York opening, is
will be held in the Lower Dining expected to arrive at the State
Hall at 4:15 p.m.
Theater in Farmville in early
Wood's presentation — entitled March.
"Rumors
and
Random
Refreshments will be served a
Intelligence" — will explore the half-hour prior to the talk.
links between the film and its Everyone is cordially invited to
fictional prototype, Joseph attend.
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The Fabulous Four!
(Who Are They?)
(Editor's Note: The Fabulous
Four were a big factor in
Saturday's
thashing
of
Southeastern by a 118-85 count.
Darrell Jenkins was high scorer
for the Four with twelve points).

The Fabulous Four 0. T. (Orlando Turner), Phil the Thrill (Jim
Sixsmith), I). J. (Darrell Jenkins), and Ponch (JoeGoydish).

Learning For The Future
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The job of co-captain is a big
responsibility, as junior lancer
Linda Pullen (Gainesville) has
discovered. Yet, she feels being
co-captain will give her greater
insights into dealing with players
for her future career as a coach.
Besides serving as a vital link
Let ween the team and the coach,
Linda is busy absorbing in
intricacies of play on the court
for future use. She is molding
together philosophies from her
Hrentsville District High School
coach Diana Dryer, Lancer
coaches Earlene Lang and
Carolyn Hodges and longwood
assistant coach Jane Miller.
"I really admire my high
school coach Diane Dryer," siad
Pullen. "She took a young team
and brought it to the
championship by my senior year.
She was my inspiration for going
into Health, Physical Education
and Recreation. She was not only
a coach, but a friend. In other
words, a 'perfect' coach."
During her first two years at
Longwood, the team played
freestyle on offense. Now, the
team runs set plays and Linda
has learned to find the open man,
especially cutting through the
middle of the key.
Reflecting back on her
basketball years, linda has seen
many changes, especially from
her high school play to college
ball.
"I started playing on a
basketball team in the eighth
grade. It was the first year the
junior high had a team," linda
recalls. "I was the tallest person
on my teams until my senior year
when a girl my height (5-10)
transferred to my school."
"In high school I played center.
As the tallest player I could just
reach for the ball, but coach
Dryer trained me to jump."
Pullen has found greater
challenges in college where the
play is getting more and more
physical. College teams have
more height, so Iinda has moved
to the forward position.
"When I came to college I was
too short to play center. Soon, I'll
be too short to play forward,"
says Pullen.

Not only does Linda take her
Physical Education major
seriously, she also concentrates
on her job on the court as a
starter for the I^ady I^ancers. She
is averaging 4.9 points and 3.3
rebounds per game, despite
having to adjust to contact lenses
(after having worn glasses) and
playing with a weak knee.
Even though she feels the
pressure of the game, Linda says
she would hate to see college
basketball change into a
business.
"I still enjoy the game. It
should be recreational and fun,
but taken seriously. When I don't
enjoy it any more I'll quit
playing."
Linda
hopes
women's
basketball will continue to get
stronger with more talented
players and taller players. She is
not, however, as concerned with
the development of professional
or large college teams as much
as with the small college teams.
During her three years at
longwood she has seen women's
programs grown at several
schools, such as Liberty Baptist,
which beat Longwood 63-61
on January 22.
After losing several close
games, the Lady Lancer team
has met with frustration in recent
weeks.
Linda feels the
enthusiasm and team work which
was exhibited at liberty Baptist
will motivate the team and bring
them back on top.
"Everyone is trying so hard—
maybe too hard, but they realize
they can't give up," she said.
After graduation, Pullen's
goals include first becoming an
elementary or secondary school
basketball or softball coach. She
hopes to return to school
eventually to work on a Masters
and ultimately a Doctorate in
Physical Education.
With the talent and leadership
she has shown on the floor and
her sensitivity to both players
and coaches, the Gainesville
native will most likely achieve
her ultimate goal of becoming a
college basketball coach. While
Iinda is enjoying her college life
on and off the court, she is also
learning for the future.

By BETH LICARI
FAME, GLORY ... a little
playing time? "Playing time,"
that phrase seems to be a big joke
for four very talented and
surprisingly enthusiastic players
on I-ongwood's varsity basketball
team.
Joe Goydish, Darrell Jenkins,
Jim Sixsmith and Orlando
Turner are all new students here
at Longwood and to the
basketball team. They anxiously
sit on the bench ready to put
everything they know on the
court and show Coach Bash and
Coach Schoepfer that they can
also be leaders of the team. Each
of these guys has various hidden
skills that have yet to be shown
off to the fans as well as the
coaches. Their attitudes toward
the basketball team and college
life
reflect humor
and
seriousness in their individual
write-ups.
Joe "Ponch" Goydish, a 6-0,170
pound, 19-year-old, sophomore
transferred to Longwood from
Union Community College in New
Jersey. Ponch heard of
Ixmgwood, during his freshman
year, through a basketball scout
who visited Union.
Ponch heard Ixmgwood was
small, in good academic
standing, and realized that if he
was going to play college ball,
Longwood would be, as he put it
"my last fling."
During his year at Union,
Ponch averaged 12 points per
game. During his high school
years at St. Patrick's High in
New Jersey, Ponch was captain
of his varsity team for three
years. Ponch was also involved in
baseball throughout high school.
During his senior year he was
awarded the Sportsmanship
Award and totaled the highest
batting average for the season.
Ponch
enjoys
western,
mystery, and old army movies;
Bruce Springsteen, and rug
hooking. Ponch also stated that
he's a lover of "good wine and
good women." Off the court,
Ponch uses his time at Longwood
working hard and studying. As a
History major, Ponch sees his
future as teaching history and
coaching his own basketball
team.

Ponch is a real "hot dog" on the
court. He likes to have fun in the
game. Ponch models his style of
game after Jerry Sloan of the
Chicago Bulls.
Joe excepts the fact of his
limited playing time for now, but
as Ponch puts it "I don't always
agree with Coach Bash's
decisions, but he's winning." "I'd
like to be contributing more to the
team" says Ponch. "I hope that
Coach Bash realizes that he has
on his hands, a solid fundamental
sound basketball player." When
asked if he's returning to the
team next year, Ponch simplysaid I'm bringing my sneakers
with me, whether they'll be for
jogging or basketball is up to
Coach Bash."
Darrell "D.J." Jenkins, a 6-3,
170-pound, 18-year-old freshman
is another New Yorker on
Iongwood's team. D.J. attended
Andrew Jackson High School in
New York where he was first
contacted by Coach Bash to
attend Bash's former college
team Stony Brook (NY). When
Bash transferred to Ixmgwood,
D.J. was still interested in
working under Bash, so he
decided to attend Longwood also.
During his years at Andrew
Jackson, D.J. achieved AllQueens and All-City honors in
New York. D.J.'s possession of a
powerful jump enabled him to
snatch 8 rebounds and average 14
points per game.
D.J., being very shy and quiet,
can always be found with lots of
friends wherever he goes. He
explains his life here at
longwood so far as being "just
plain old happy." D.J. enjoys
science-fiction movies, stories
with happy endings, and playing
miniature golf. He keeps himself
busy at Longwood jogging,
reading and socializing.
D.J. plans to get a degree in
Business Administration and
Management
and
after
graduation, a few years in the
military service, D.J. plans to be
the owner of the largest business
firm in the U.S.
D.J. gives an impression of
being patient and understanding
with Coach Bash's decision about
me amount of playing time he
receives. "When I came to play
Longwood ball" says D.J. "I
knew I'd be starting over again."
D.J. keeps pushing hard because
he believes by next year he will
be more experienced and will see
a starting position in the very
near future.

Fourteenth-Ranked Lancers
Continue Hot Streak
By SUSAN BUTUN
The Longwood Lancers entered
the week of January 28th sporting
a 15-1 record and the fifteenthranking of NCAA Division III
teams. They completed a very
successful week, picking up three
more victories including a 118-85
thrashing of Southeastern University on Saturday night. They
also moved up one notch to
become the 14th ranked Division
III team.
Bridgewater College invaded
the French Gym on Wednesday
night only to be handed a 69-51
setback to the Lancers. This
victory coupled with an earlier
JV victory over Bridgewater by a
92-83 count, sent Lancer fans on a
natural high.
Without a doubt, the Lancers

home game against the Hawks of
Southeastern University (D.C.)
was more of a basketball clinic as
the Lancers thrashed the Hawks
by a 118-65 count.
The first half set the tone of the
game as the Lancers dominated
the one-three-one zone defense
employed by the Hawks. The
Hawks shifted to a half-court
press, and then employed a manto-man defense in a vain effort to
stop the raging Lancers. The
Lancers continuously found
Kenny Ford, Tee Alston, Shack
Ixionard, or Mike Wills open on
the back door for an open lay-up,
quick jump shot, or a tap-in.
The Lancers brought away an
impressive 118-85 victory to
extend their record to 18-1.

Jim "Thrill" Sixsmith. a 5-10,
155-pound, 19-year-old freshman
had never heard of longwood
until he was contacted by Coach
Bash during his senior year at
Holy Family High School in
North Babylon, NY.
During his time at Holy Family
High, Thrill was awarded AllCatholic, Private, and Public
honors by the North Babylon
newspapers. He was also
awarded the Huntington Trophy,
numerous certificates, and
achieved MVP in his senior year.
Thrill accented his high school
team with a womping average of
28 points per game.
Other than basketball. Thrill
enjoys army and comedy movies,
and southern rock such as Neal
Young. With the few spare hours
Thrill has to himself, he works,
studies, or goes out to have a good
time.
Thrill, as a major in business,
in the future plans on getting a
good job that will put him in a
nice income bracket.
Thrill's specialities on the court
include ball handling and long
range shooting, but he believes
his whole game will improve with
time. Thrill doesn't model
himself after any great ball
players. As Thrill puts it "I play
like Jim Sixsmith!" Thrill is a
firm believer that if he received
the time on the court that the
others do he would be just as
good, if not better.
"I'm coming back here to play
next year" says Thrill, "and
Coach Bash is gonna have a hard
time getting rid of me. I'm gonna
show him!"
Orlando "O.T." Turner, a 6-3,
160-pound, 19-year-old freshman
comes to Longwood from
Springfield Gardens High School
in Queens, N.Y. O.T. was first
contacted by Iongwood's former,
coach Bill McAdams. Finding
that he had left, O.T. still
attended longwood to be under
the coaching of
In his past years of basketball
at Springfield Gardens High, O.T.
received honorable mentions to
the All-City and All-Queens
teams. O.T., a smooth shooter
averaged 12 points per game for
his high school team.
O.T.
found
everyone
surprisingly friendly here at
Longwood. And, being as outgoing as he is, O.T. adjusted to
college life just fine. O.T. enjoys
dancing, roller disco, and girls'
company. O.T., as a major in
Business Administration also,
plans on becoming a Certified
Public Accountant in the future.
O.T. gets the charisma of his
plays from not just one superstar
but picks bits and pieces of
everyone and as O.T. puts it
"gets 'em on!" "I believe I'm
just as talented if not better than
some of the guys on the team"
says O.T. "but Bash overrides
my talent for experience."
O.T. seems to get more and
more discouraged about playing
on the team next year but it
doesn't show in games or
practices. "I get discouraged"
said O.T. "but I improve by
working harder and harder."
Despite any conflicts with
Coach Bash about his low playing
time O.T. still holds great respect
for him. O.T. can't understand
why he's sitting down, and
sometimes he believes he's losing
his confidence about being a good
ball player. But, no matter how
high or low O.T. may seem, he
still strives hard for a starting
position on the team.
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Coach Harris Has Seen Women's Roundball Grow
By HOKE CLUMP:
Fifteen years ago, Bette Harris
made $5 per game officiating
girls' high school basketball.
Today, she takes home $75 for
doing top Division I women's
college contests in North
Carolina and Virginia.
Much like the women's game
itself, Harris has come a long
way, Baby. She is one of only 43
officials with a national rating in
basketball officiating for the
National Association for Girls'
and Women's Sports. Harris,
Ixmgwood College field hockey
coach and assistant professor of
Physical Education, has had 17
years' experience as a roundball
ref.
After starting as a high school
official in the early 60's, Harris
has risen to a level of prominence
matched by only a handful of
whistle-tooters nationwide. She
worked the 1978 national finals in
Pauley Pavillion between
Maryland and UCLA, the first
nationally televised women's
collegiate contest.
With her wealth of experience
officiating, the Fishersville,
Virginia native qualifies as
something of an expert on
women's roundball. She has seen
the game develop from the slowmoving, defensive-oriented style
of the 60's to the fast-paced, run
and shoot style of the 70's and

80's.
"It's great to have seen the
change in the women's game,"
said Harris, an avid fan of a
variety of men's and women's
sports. "The coaching is so much
better now for women's teams,
and the players are able to do
things we never thought they'd be
able to do.
"The players have so much
more knowledge and versatility
today," she continued. "They're
playing a different style game.
Probably the biggest area of
improvement is in body control.
It's not that it hasn't been there.
It's just that you have to have the
coaching that allows it to
develop. Women players are
getting that kind of coaching now,
at a much earlier age than
before."
Harris sees the development of
the women's college game in the
increasing fan interest, and the
performance of teams like Old
Dominion.
"I've seen the change from 20
interested parents sitting in the
stands to a couple of thousand
excited fans looking on," said
Harris. "That's a drastic change,
We're not going to have capacity
crowds now, but as we grow and
get more opportunities this will
improve.
"Teams like Old Dominion are

calling attention to themselves
because they play good
basketball, not just good
women's basketball," she
explained.
The veteran official, who holds
a Doctorate in Education from
UNC-Greensboro, says it is much
more exciting and challenging
working women's games now.
"It's exciting to see women
competing with high skill level
and good coaching," she said.
"There used to be just a few of
those games. Now there are lots.
The games are also much
tougher to work than they used to
be. You have to be in great shape
physically. I just finished my 24
mile jog this morning," said
Harris, who runs regularly.
She sees several causes for the
growth and development of
women's
roundball.
The
establishment of a national
championship in the early 70's,
the women's movement and Title
IX, the removal of some of the
myths about women not being
able to do certain things, the
rules that women collegians play
under, all these things have had a
hand in the growth of the game.
"Simply having a place to go at
the end of the season has made a
big difference," she pointed out.
"Before the early 70's, there was
no national title to work toward.
When national tournament was
begun it created a lot of
incentive.
"At the heart of the whole thing
has been the Women's Movement
and the influence of Title IX"
Harris continued. "We've been
able to dispell some of the myths
that women can't do certain
things in athletics. Once we got
past those stereotyped barriers,
we could begin to look at athletes
as athletes, not as men or
women."
While girls' high school

basketball is played under the
same basic rules as boys' high
school and men's college
basketball, the rules of the
women's college game are much
more like those of pro basketball.
You won't find any slowdowns
or 7-0 halftime scores (Duke-UNC
1979) when wompn's team from
say Virginia and Virginia Tech
get together. Why? Because of
the 30 second clock which
dictates that each team get off a
shot within 30 seconds or lose
possession.
As Harris points out, there are
many
additional
rules
differences between the men's
and women's game on the college
level. For example, there is no
backcourt violation in women's
roundball; it is much more
difficult to draw a charge
(blocking being the usual call);
technical fouls can be called on
defenders who yell or clap while
an opponent is shooting; also,
walking or traveling is called
much tighter.
With the differences in men's
(Federation) rules and women's
iNAGWS), it is difficult, if not
impossible, for officials to cross
over and call both men's and
women's games.
Harris, who coordinates the
national rating teams for
N AGWS, is one of only four ref s in
Virginia with a national NAGWS
rating. She points out that of the
43 officials who have earned a
national rating, less than half are
women.
"We have very few women who
still officiate," said Harris.
"That's one of the reasons I'm
still at it. I want to see women
continue to be involved with
officiating."
With her coaching and teaching
responsibilities at Longwood
taking much of her time, Harris
is finding less and less time for

Gymnasts Beat JMU:
First Time Ever
By LISA SPENCER
The Longwood gymnasts
competed with James Madison
University, Saturday, February
2. Contending with a noisy
audience and interference,
Ixmgwood still held on to win the
Longwood Gymnast Karen Mazzonna demonstrates a power move meet with a score of 124.60.
on the beam.
PHOIO b» jody G.HMM
James Madison had a total of
118.25 points.
Ixmgwood captured the top
three places in the all-around
competition. Sharon Pillow
placed first with a score of 32.55.
Kathy Idelson was second with
31.25, and Shelia Gould third with
a total of 30.30.
Individually, the gymnasts
evening, followed by Maryjane
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
held
their own very well. Sharon
The 1-ady Lancen notched a Smith with 18. Cindy Eckel had 12 Pillow placed first on Bars (8.1)
win at home and a loss on the points and Robin Hungate 11.
Smith also dominated the and vault (8.7) and second and
road to set their overall record at
Beam (7.6) and floor (8.15). Her
boards with 11 rebounds.
6-11.
The lancers went from easy
Last Tuesday night Longwood
street
to hard times Friday night
blew out University of Richmond
at
VCU.
The Lady Rams won 7387-57 at home. The Lancers had
55,
scoring
23 points from the foul
an easy time over their opponents
line.
who were 0-11 coming into the
Outside of the foul shooting and
contest.
The early moments of the game rebounding, the statistics were
were close, but the Lancers took remarkably close. The lancers
a 10 points spread at the half, 46- only capitalized on 7 of their 18
freethrow attempts while the
36.
Longwood fired in
six Rams were 23 for 29. The Rams
unanswered points at the start of also outrebounded Longwood 50
the second half and held to 33.
Only Brenda Fettrow, with 10
Richmond to two points in the
points,
broke in to double figures.
first four minutes. The Lancers'
She
also
led in rebounding with
biggest lead was 31 points with
eight.
four minutes remaining.
The Lancers will host Virginia
Brenda Fettrow led the l^ady
lancers with 20 points for the State at 7:30 tonight.

Lady Lancers
Win And Lose

vault score was also the highest
score of the meet.
All-American Kathy Idelson
powered to a first place on floor
with an 8.25. She also placed third
on beam 17.4) and vault 18.1) and
fourth on bars (7.4).
Shelia Gould earned a tie for
third on the beam (7.4) and a tie
for fourth on vault (8.0). Jean
Powers also tied for fourth on
vault (8.0) and Karen Mazzonna
placed third in the floor exercises
(7.95).
This win over James Madison
boosts the team's record to 6-1.
The next meet is tentatively
scheduled at home with the
University of William and Mary.
It will be held in French gym on
February 7 at 7 p.m. Also,
February 8, the team will travel
to Virginia Tech for a meet.

officiating, but she doesn't want
to give it up.
"It's a real challenge to keep
up with the level of play now,"
she explained. "It's so much
better than it was. There's some
ego involved too. I enjoy being
tested by the different situations
that come up."
Perhaps the most pressurepacked situation Harris has faced
was when she worked the 1978
National Finals. With a crowd of
10,000 plus a national television
audience watching. Harris felt
the pressure probably as much as
the Marvland and UCLA players
did.
"The pressure was fantastic,"
said Harris. "The fact that the
game was being televised didn't
concern me. It's just that there is
pressure to make sure your
performance as an official is
equal to that of the players "
Harris' reputation is evidence
that she has responded we'l to
such pressure over the years. The
veteran official does have one
regret, however.
"i wish I were 15 years
younger," she said. "There are
so many places to go now and
high level games to call. I have a
great interest in officiating.'

[Wrestler's Win! |
By FRANK CREASY
Ixmgwood's wrestlers came up
with their first win of the season
last week, downing Virginia
Union by a score of 30-27.
The match proved to be a
comedy of forfeits, as I/ongwood
gave away two weight classes
while accepting three from
Virginia Union. Only five
matches were wrestled. Although
the Lancers dropped three of
those five, two pins, combined
with the forfeits, gave them the
edge to come away victorious.
Steve Shennet won his fourth
match in a row at 150, decking his
opponent in the first period.
lx>ng wood's only other win came
at 167, where Gary Ferris,
wrestling over his weight,
flattened his man with just one
second left in the first period.
As the season draws to a dose,
the Lancers have one home
match remaining. That will be
against arch-rival HampdenSydney on Feb. 12.

Soaps
(Continued from Page 5)
girl
audience
knew
the
characters well. Ms. Kutler
showed slides with actors from
the soaps. She related stories of
backstage romances, and real
life occurrences. The girls were
just as involved with the personal
lives of the people as they were
with the actor's soap opera life
As the evening progressed and
the girls became more relaxed,
they began to participate and ask
questions. Like the following:
Does Scottie get killed . nd Luke
and Laura get married? Did
Erica go to Hollywood on the
show to really leave to have her
baby? They received some
answers, but according to Jane
Kutler, the world of soaps is just
as mysterious to the actors as it is
to the audiences. The writers just
"ride with the tide". This may be
the element that makes soap
operas such a fascinating
subject. Ms. Kutler surely made
it seem exciting. She knew her
material well, and related it to
the students in an understandable
interesting fashion. Who knows?
Maybe one of Longwood's young
students will end up here
teaching a course on the American Soap Opera.

Tuesday, February 5, 1980 should continue.
Physical Plant Maintenance and
Operations:
Under this area, the team
recommended several studies.
One such study included
(Continued from Page 1)
Personnel Costs).
determining whether or not the
The team also found that the entire Physical Fiant could be
funded.
The team recommendations annual budget for campus school accommodated in .the Bristow
include informing departmental had grown from $172,417 in 1976- Building. Their reasoning behind
budget managers of funding, and 77 to $245,972 in 1979-60. They this is that, "Having the entire
establishing three accounts recommended that a cost-benefit work force together should aid in
(Personnel Service, Fringe study be done on Campus School better
coordination
and
Benefits, and other Non- to decide whether its operation supervision and promote better
work performance."
The team also found that where
MINIATURE
normal maintenance was
conducted on a regular basis,
VALENTINE
preventive maintenance was not.
They found that there was a need
PORTRAITS
for regular inspections and for an
inventory of equipment.
A Perfect Gift
Page 8
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Management Report

"A good system to prevent
student vandalism is needed,"
according to the report. They
advise consultation with other
Virginia
colleges
and
universities.
Under Service Contracts, they
recommended that an elevation
service be contracted that has
call back service. They also
advised that "the Attorney
General's office review all
service contracts which have not
been previously reviewed by that
office."
The team also discovered that
the college vehicles were in "poor
condition. There are 16 vehicles
with over 100,000 miles on them.
The school bus mileage is
400,000."
A study of' the laundry

For Family, Friends or Loved Ones
A Regular

5

$29 95
Value

WINTER
JACKETS & VESTS

"* ™

C

OOR0

LADIES
FASHION JEANS

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

ROBERT T. FORE, PHOTOGRAPHY
PHONE 392 8710

119 MAIN ST.

01*1*

Housts

McKAY'S

FARMVILLE, VA.

'"Arts

111 N. MAIN STREET FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

IT
PAYS

operation was also suggested.
The cost to produce steam for the
operation was estimated at $3.99
per 1,000 pounds of steam.
Next week's feature will
include Financial Management.
Alumni Speaks Out
(Continued from Page 2)
Hospital, in the Department of
Pathology.
A 1979 graduate, Mary Kay
McDaniel, majored in Business
Admin. / Management. Ms.
McDaniel is an Assistant Budget
Analyst in VEPCO's Nuclear
Fuel Resources Department.
Tony Wilkins graduated in 1979
with a degree in Secondary
Teaching - Gov't. / Social
Science. Wilkins is a Government
teacher at Prince Edward County
High School.
The banquet will be held at 5:30
p.m., Wednesday, in the Virginia
Room. A sign-up sheet is
available outside the Dining
Hall; or call 392-9254 for
reservations. The banquet should
be quite beneficial for all those
attending in preparation for
their future situations in the job
market.

3$

REMEMBER ALL MERCHANDISE
20% OFF

;**

SEND OR TAKE HOME
OVRFTD

LOVEBUNDLE
BOUQUET
YOl R VALENTINE
WILL LOVE IT!
The romantic FIT) l/)veBundle" Bouquet We
can send it almost

I" some luck) lm.ins Bride!
Register at an) tiffany's location
before drawing on \pni IS No
purchase necessary

anywhere, the
FT I) way

Virginia's Largi u Met thm u)
Bridal Fashions
NORFOLK
Military Circle Mall
46M690
PETERSBURG
Walnut Mall
«♦> 1 414i'

College
Graduates

Valentine s Day

RICHMOND
3120 West l .ir\ St
iss-js;:

• Program approved by American Bar Association
• Day or Evening classes available
• Employment assistance

A
Distinctive
Writing
Pleasure.

A Representative from The National Center tor Paralegal
Training s Lawyers Assistant Program will be on campus on
Wednesday. Feb 13, from 9:00am ■ 5:00p.m. at the
Placement Office to meet interested students For more information contact the Placement Office or The National
Canter tor Paralegal Training, 3376 Peachtree Road, NE,
Suite 430. Atlanta. Georgia 30326. (404) 266-1060

Give the pen that is the
master of distinctive
penmanship. The Cross
Soft Tip in select and
precious metals
From $13 50.

Please send me information about a career as a lawyer's
assistant
Name

■
I

Yr Grad
1M0
l: SPRING DAY
Fed 11 May 9

Zip

Martin
i: SUMMER DAY
June 1? Sept 9

1 SPRING EVE
March 18 Sept ?0

THE JEWELER

::FALL DAY
Sept tS Dec 16

FARMVILLE, VA

Phone 392 3151

We need people
who like people.
And dragons.
If you enjoy meeting people and being part of their
memories, then you're the person we're looking for.
Busch Gardens—America's only European Entertainment Park—needs ride operators, food service workers,
cashiers, musicians and other people-oriented
people of all ages.
You'll work in an Old Country atmosphere and earn a
fair wage while you help make our own unique brand of
magic happen. If you're partial to charming dragons,
fabled knights and thrilling rides, you might just have to
remind yourself that it's work.
People 18 and over may apply
Audition date:
Feb. 12,1980 (Tues.)
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Ask placement office
for location
Longwood College

!
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THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING

V

711 W. 3rd. St.

UFALL EVE
Oct 21 May 9
SINCE

1848

Sitil

3376 Peachtree Rd , NE
Atlanta. Ga 30326
404/266-1060

February 14

CARTER'S FLOWER SHOP

HAMPTON/NEWPORT NEWS
Newmarket North Mall
827-0390

BECOME A LAWYERS ASSISTANT.

Slate

Thursday

0

tip pens
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